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The transport ac lossQ in a superconducting cylinder of radiusa with a power-law current-voltage
characteristicE=EcuJ/Jcun as a function of current amplitudeIm is numerically calculated for a set
of given values ofa, Jc, and frequencyf at n=5, 10, 20, and 30. After deriving a scaling law and
defining a critical frequencyfc, the results can be converted and interpolated to those for any values
of a, Jc, f, and 5ønø30. The “power-law”QsImd at f = fc is a better alternative of the critical-state
QsImd, used not only for describing the features ofQsIm, fd of high-temperature superconductors but
also for planningQ measurements and their interpretation. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1947912g

Soon after Bean assumed in the critical-statesCSd model
a constant critical current densityJc to calculate the magnetic
property of a hard superconducting cylinder,1 London re-
ported his derivation on the transport ac loss of a hard super-
conducting cylinder based on the same assumption.2 For a
long cylinder of radiusa, London gave the relation between
the lossQ per cycle per unit length and the amplitude of the
transport ac currentIm as

q = s2 − imdim + 2s1 − imdlns1 − imd, s1d

q ; 2pQ/m0Ic
2, im ; Im/Ic, s2d

where Ic=pa2Jc is the critical current. The validity of this
formula was later extended by Norris to an elliptical bar with
arbitrary values of semiaxesa andb.3 In recent researches of
high-temperature superconductorssHTSsd, it has been shown
that the measuredq versusim curves of Bi-2223/Ag tapes is
roughly consistent with Eq.s1d,4–7 which means that the CS
model is basically valid for such tapes. However,Jc should
be measuring time dependent owing to the flux creep mecha-
nism of the actual CS. In the case of HTSs, the collective
flux creep leads to a roughly power-lawsPLd current-voltage
sI-Vd characteristic,8–10

E = sEc/JcduJ/Jcun−1J, s3d

which is often shown in four-point measurements of HTSs.
In Eq. s3d, Jc is routinely defined as theJ at whichE equals
a critical value

Ec = 10−4 V/m. s4d

With this PLEsJd , Q becomes a function of not onlyIm,
Jc, anda, such as in Eq.s1d, but alson and frequencyf. In
order to know the relation among these quantities, scaling
laws have been studied by Rhyner and Sykulskiet al.11,12 for
the cases of infinite-semispace and infinite-slab bodies. Since
essential parameters for long superconductors with a finite
cross section are not considered, their results are hardly used
by experimentalists. On the other hand, Brandt has stated a

magnetic scaling law for any given sample with PLEsJd.10

For cylindrical samples, Brandt’s magnetic scaling law
works for any given cylinder with a fixed radiusa but not for
a general cylinder with a variablea, and therefore, his result
cannot be simply used for a cylinder in the transport case.
Thus, there has been an inconsistancy in the experimental
study of HTS tapes; theirI-V curves are measured to be
roughly of a PL type with a finiten and anIc determined by
the criterion Eq.s4d, but their ac loss is compared with Eq.
s1d that is derived from the CS model assumingE=0 when
uJu,Jc.

4–7 In the present work, we will derive a transport
scaling law for the cylinder with PLEsJd, so that—
accompanied by a set of numerically calculated results—the
above mentioned relation is quantitatively obtained and may
be conveniently used in the ac loss research of HTS tapes.

We consider a currentIstd= Im sin 2pft carrying super-
conducting cylinder of radiusa and infinite length along the
z axis. Disregarding the lower critical field, the constitutive
laws of the superconducting material are

B = m0H, J = ssJdE, s5d

where the conductivity is derived from Eq.s3d as

ssJd = sJc/EcduJc/Jun−1. s6d

Q can be obtained by solving a boundary and initial
value problem of differential equation, which is derived as
follows. Together with the Maxwell equations,

]Bsr ,td/]t = − ¹ 3 Esr ,td, s7d

Jsr ,td = ¹ 3 Hsr ,td, s8d

and using vector potentialA defined by B= ¹ 3A and
¹ ·A =0, we obtain

¹2Asr ,td = m0s ] Asr ,td/]t. s9d

In cylindrical coordinates according to the axial symmetry,
Asr ,td has a nonzeroz componentAsr ,td only, and whenr
and t are normalized as

r = r/a, t = 2pft, s10d

Eqs.s6d and s9d lead toadElectronic mail: chen@maxwell.uab.es
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Equations11d should be solved under the boundary condi-
tion, which is obtained from the Ampere law, theA defini-
tion, and Eq.s5d, and the initial condition

U ]

]r

Asr,td
m0Ic

U
r=1

= −
im sint

2p
,

Asr,0d
m0Ic

= 0. s12d

After t is increased from 0 tom periods so that the sym-
metric periodical magnetization condition becomes stable,q
may be calculated as

q =
2p

m0Ic
2E

m/f

sm+1d/f

dtE
0

a

rJsr,tdEsr,tddr

=
Ecp

n

m0fIc
E

2mp

2sm+1dp

dtE
0

1

rUS1

r

]

]r
+

]2

]r2DAsr,td
m0Ic

U1+n

dr,

s13d

where Eqs.s3d, s5d, and s8d, and the definition ofA have
been used.

From these equations, we see that under the stabilized
current-sinusoidal condition and a fixedn, Asr ,td /m0Ic as a
function of istd; Istd / Ic is determined byIcf only. A scaling
law can be stated as follows. If the value ofIcf is multiplied
by a constantC, the value of the resultantAsr ,td /m0Ic will
be multiplied byC1/sn−1d, so that the values ofq and im will
be multiplied byC2/sn−1d andC1/sn−1d, respectively. With the
help of the scaling law, any functional transport ac loss of the
superconducting cylinder may be obtained from the numeri-
cal results for a set of well chosen cases. Brandt proposed a
very efficient numerical technique to calculate magnetic
properties from the PLEsJd,9,10 which was later used by
Yazawaet al.13 and Rhyner14 for calculating transport prop-
erties. Following the procedure described in Ref. 13, we cal-
culate accuratelyswith 200 elements and 23105 time stepsd
Q as a function ofIm andn for arbitrarily fixeda=0.5 mm,
Ic=60 A, andf =5 Hz. The resultantq as a function ofim for
n=5, 10, 20, and 30 are given in Table I and plotted in Fig.
1sad. With these data and the scaling law, we may give dif-
ferent functions by choosing different variable parameters,

but for the sake of clarity, we will fix the sample and tem-
perature so thatIc andn are chosen as fixed parameters.

We first define a critical frequencyfc at which the PL
qsim=1d=1 occurs, so that any givenn corresponds to a
unique and criticalqsimd , q*sim

* d, which may be unambigu-
ously compared with Eq.s1d. The above numerical calcula-
tion is made atIc=60 A and f =5 Hz, and the resultant
qsim=1d.1 for all values ofn, as seen from Table I and Fig.
1sad. In order to meet the condition ofq*sim

* =1d=1 at any
given n, we obtainq*sim

* d curve from the numerically calcu-
latedqsimd at f =5 Hz using the scaling law,

im
* = imC1/sn−1d, q* = qC2/sn−1d, fc = Cf , s14d

so thatfc is obtained and approximately expressed by

Icfc = 315 + 11.8n sA Hz,5 ø n ø 30d. s15d

Theq*sim
* d curves atIcf = Icfc are plotted in Fig. 1sbd. We see

that all PL curves cross over atim
* =q* =1 so that they can be

reasonably compared with the CS curve. Whenim
* ,1, q*

increases with decreasingn and the low im
* limit of

TABLE I. q of a cylinder ofa=0.5 mm andIc=60 A as a function ofim and
n, numerically calculated from Eq.s3d at f =5 Hz.

im n=5 10 20 30

0.1 0.001 368 0.000 785 0.000 546 0.000 474
0.1667 0.005 63 0.003 51 0.002 57 0.002 27
0.333 0.0399 0.0279 0.0217 0.019 63
0.5 0.1302 0.0987 0.0801 0.0733
0.667 0.308 0.255 0.215 0.1988
0.833 0.599 0.559 0.500 0.470
0.95 0.898 0.885 0.860 0.841
1.0 1.065 1.090 1.101 1.102
1.05 1.268 1.391 1.632 3.06
1.1 1.517 1.858 2.97
1.2 2.19 3.68
1.3 3.19 7.82

FIG. 1. sad For a superconducting cylinder of radiusa=0.5 mm and critical
currentIc=60 A with E=EcuJ/Jcun characteristic ofn=5, 10, 20, and 30, the
normalized transport ac loss as a function of normalized current amplitude,
qsimd, numerically calculated atf =5 Hz. sbd q*sim

* d curves scaled fromqsimd
to critical frequencyfc. scd and sdd qsimd curves forn=20 and 10 atf / fc

=0.1, 1, and 10. The dashed lines are the CS limitsn→`d calculated from
Eq. s1d. Arrows indicate the direction of increasingn or f.
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d lg q* /d lg im
* agrees well withq* ~ im

*3−2/sn+1d, as previously
predicted by Sykulskiet al.12 for infinite slabs. Whenim
.1, the CS q suddenly increases to very high values,
whereas the PLq*sim

* d curve turns up continuously whenim
*

passes unity and it turns more rapidly with increasingn.
We next investigate the frequency dependence of PL

qsimd. In Figs. 1scd and 1sdd, we drawqsimd at f / fc=0.1, 1,
and 10 forn=20 and 10, respectively. We see that the fre-
quency dependence enhances with decreasingn. For each
case, the entireqsimd curve shifts to the upper-right-hand side
when increasingf from fc, whereas it shifts to the lower
left-hand side when decreasingf from fc. As a result, the
curves at different values off are roughly parallel at smallim.
However, whenim<1, a decrease off below fc makesq
increase remarkably, especially whenn is large, although an
increase off abovefc decreasesq not as much.

Finally, we give an example to show how the derived
scaling law can be used in the analysis of experimental re-
sults. TheEsId curve of a multifilamentary Bi-2223/Ag tape
made by the powder-in-tube technique is recorded from four-
probe measurement at 77 K as shown in Fig. 2sad, from
which we seeIc=18.2 A with a PLEsId dependence ofn
=7.3 atI < Ic. Theqsimd measured at 77 K is plotted in Fig.

2sbd for f =14, 45, 135, and 405 Hz. Thefc is calculated
using Eq.s15d to be 22 Hz. Using the scaling Eq.s14d, the
four qsimd curves for different values off are converted to
q*sim

* d at fc=22 Hz, as plotted in Fig. 2scd. We see that the
original systematicf dependentqsimd curves become almost
overlappedq*sim

* d curves whenim
* ,1.5. Some systematic

difference among the fourq*sim
* d curves may come from the

departure of the measuredEsId relation from the idealEsId
function calculated from the PLEsJd with n=7.3, as shown
by the dashed line in Fig. 1sad. The decrease ofq* with
increasingf at im

* .1.5 may be related to the loss occuring in
the normal metal Ag in the shell.15 The q* at im

* ,1 to be
lower than that calculated from the PLEsJd and the CSq
calculated from Eq.s1d may come from a field dependentJc,
which is not considered in the derivation of Eq.s1d and the
PL model presented above.16 Without going into more detail
in the discussion, we can already see from this example that,
in terms ofq*sim

* d rather than Eq.s1d, deeper qualitative and
quantitative study on the ac loss of HTS tapes becomes pos-
sible.

In conclusion, we have derived a scaling law for the
transport ac lossQ per cycle per unit length of a supercon-
ducting cylinder with a PLEsJd characteristicE=EcuJ/Jcun.
After numerical calculation ofQ for some chosen cases, this
scaling law enables us to obtainQ as different functions of
current amplitudeIm, frequencyf, critical currentIc, cylinder
radiusa, andn. We have defined a critical frequencyfc for
any given cylinder and temperature with fixedIc and n so
that the normalizedQ as a function of the normalized
Im, qsimd, measured at any value off may be converted to a
critical q*sim

* d function at fc and compared with the theoret-
ical one calculated from the measuredIc andn, leading to a
deeper insight into the nature of the loss mechanism. Not
containing sample size, the scaling law may be formally used
for any given HTS tape and coated conductor.
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FIG. 2. sad For a Bi-2223/Ag tape, theEsId curve measured at 77 K with
current increasing rate 2 A/min, compared with the calculated one for an
equivalent cylinder withE=EcuJ/Jcu7.3 andIc=18.2 A.sbd qsimd measured at
77 K and f =15, 45, 135, and 405 Hz. The dashed line is the CS limit
calculated from Eq.s1d. scd q*sim

* d scaled from the measuredqsimd to fc

=22 Hz. The dashed-dotted line is the PLq*sim
* d for n=7.3 calculated using

Eqs. s14d and s15d and the data interpolated from Table I. The solid-line
arrows insbd and scd indicate the direction of increasingf.
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